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Abstract-The receiving patterns (both amplitude and phase) of two
probes must be known and utilized to determine accurately the complete
far field of an antenna under test from near-field measurements. This
process is called probe correction. When the antenna to be tested is
nominally linearly polarized, the measurements are more accurate and
efficient if nominally linearly polarized probes are used. Further effi-
ciency is obtained if only one probe which is dual polarized is used instead
of two probes to allow for simultaneous measurements of both compo-
nents. It should be noted, however, that a single-port probe can be
rotated by 90. (in effect, the second probe) to obtain the second
component. A procedure used by the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) for accurately determining the plane-wave receiving parameters of
both single- and dual-port linearly polarized probes is described.
Examples are presented, and the effect of these probe receiving character-
istics in the calculation of the parameters for the antenna under test is
demonstrated using the required planar near-field theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

T o DETERMINE accurately the far field of an antenna

from near-field measurements, the receiving
characteristics of the probe must be known so that probe

correction can be performed [1]-[4]. It will be shown that

probe correction is particularly essential when the polarization

ratio of the receiving probe in a given receiving direction is not

ideal. This results in significant coupling between the main

component of the transmitting antenna under test and the cross

component of the probe. This nonideal polarization ratio often

occurs for linearly polarized probes in their off-boresight

directions, as will be demonstrated in this paper. Its effect in

the calculation of the test antenna parameters to be shown here

is also treated in a separate paper [5]. Similar coupling

considerations required for probe correction for nominally

circularly polarized probes and test antennas have been treated
separately [6]. Note that measurements are more accurate and

efficient if the nominal polarizations of the test antenna and

probe are the same.

In this paper, a procedure used by the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) for accurately determining the receiving

characteristics of both single- and dual-port linearly polarized

probes is described, and typical examples are discussed. The

required planar near-field theory necessary to accomplish
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probe correction and to formulate probe parameter errors is
presented in a concise and meaningful way so that the reader
will understand when probe correction is or is not needed. To
determine the receiving characteristics of the probe, s~2(K), it
is necessary to measure the amplitude and phase of the far-
field pattern of the probe. To determine correctly the absolute
magnitude of the receiving characteristics, the on-axis gain is
measured using the three-antenna extrapolation technique [7].
The on-axis axial ratios of both the probe and source antenna
are measured using a rotating linear horn so that the pattern
measurements can be corrected for the nonideal source
polarization. Where required, port-to-port comparison ratios
are measured between the ports and between the main and
cross components to provide the relative phase between the
main and cross components, to provide the relative phase
between the two ports, and to correct scaling for the cross-
component pattern. With the above measurements as input to
the computer program, the plane-wave receiving characteris-
tics can be determined at equally spaced intervals in k-space
by interpolation of the corrected pattern data [8]. The
computer program also performs a pattern integration to
obtain the directivity. The paper describes the measurements
performed and the data processing. When high accuracy is not
required, approximate formulas for the far-field pattern and
gain of open-ended rectangular waveguide probes have been
derived [9] to alleviate the task of measuring probe far fields.
However, additional research is needed in this area.

It is worth noting here that a near-field measurement method
has been proposed and studied to obtain the probe coefficients
[1], [10], but a rigorous, complete, and reliable solution has
not been developed. This method requires identical antennas
as both the antenna under test (AUT) and probe in the usual
near-field measurements. The concept is then to solve the
resulting coupling equations for the common plane-wave
coefficients. The problem, as discussed in detail by both Kerns
[1] and Huddleston [10], is that a general solution for arbitrary
probes is possible only for the on-axis direction and, even if
reasonable pattern symmetry is assumed, this is only extended
to but four lines in k space. Some attempts have been made to
extend the solution to all space by assuming a result and using
an iterative process to converge to the correct probe pattern.
This has not been based on a rigorous analytical basis,
however, and the conditions for convergence are not known.
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II. PLANAR NEAR-FIELD THEORY

The object of planar near-field measurements is to deter-
mine the properties of the AUT. To accomplish this, a solution
of the transmission integral [I, pp. 86-88] for the test
antenna's plane-wave transmitting characteristic (PWTC),
t1o(K), a complex vector,
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is required in terms of the measured data b ~(P) and the probe's
complete plane-wave spectrum receiving characteristic
(PWRC), s~2(K), a complex vector. Note that in this paper the ,
complete vector formulation is utilized. The transverse vector
formulation can also be found in Kerns [1]. Also, in [2], [3],
the above function is denoted as s' (K) or r' (K). In this
equation, F' = 1/(1 -fir p), a mismatch correction te~ "-

where fl and f p are reflection coefficients for the load and .., 'P\ - F' II 'K\ . 'K\ i yd iK'P dk dk."OUJ- ao t10".,'102".,e e-- x y
probe, respectively, Qo is the input amplitude to the AUT, K

F' 1 T I to -
f be 0 t IIg.. rans a Ion 0 pro In measuremen pane.

defines the transverse components of the direction of propaga-
tion of the plane wave, 'Y = ..J k2 -K2 is the Z component of

the propagation vector k, P represents the probe position in
the x-y plane on the planar scanner, and the constant d is the
distance between planes SI and s;, as shown in Fig. 1. D"(K)=471'2F7Q' ~

Some comments are advisable at this point to explain the 0

reason for the use of both 1 and 2 in the subscripts for the The two equations to be solved for tlo(K) are, therefore,
spectral coefficients, such as tlo, t20, Sol, and So2' This notation
is used to distinguish between the plane-wave characteristics D'(K)=tlo(K) , s~2(K) (5a)

of the antenna in the right (subscripts 01, 10) and left
(subscripts 02,20) half-spaces corresponding, respectively, to D"(K)=tlo(K) , s~;(K), (5b)
plane waves with kz = + 'Y and kz = -'Y. For instance, in the

configuration shown in Fig. 1, the characteristic of the AUT An explicit solution of (5) requires a choice of orthogonal unit
being measured and appearing in (1) is tlo(K), and correspond- vectors to be used in the expansion of the dot product. Rather
ingly, the pertinent probe receiving characteristic is s~2(K). than choose at this time a specific set which depends on the
This is also the case in almost all planar measurements. We are particular coordinate system involved, let us denote two
generally not concerned with the back lobes of the AUT, general orthogonal unit vectors by em and ec both orthogonal to
described by t20(K). The right-side receiving characteristic of the direction of propagation, which have the connotation of
the probe s~I(K) does not appear in the transmission integral representing the main- and cross-component fields of the
and, therefore, cannot affect the measurement. In cases where AUT. Expanding (5) in terms of these components and solving
the back lobes are of interest, the AUT can be reoriented and for tlom(K) and tIOc(K) gives
the transmission equation written in terms of t20(K). A concise
notation, to be used at appropriate times hereafter, is the D'sc" -D"s:-
subscript "q" in place of the 1 or 2 where equations apply to tm =.

either value.
The first step in the above solution uses the fact that (1) is a

Fourier transform relation. If we denote the coupling product tc=-
as

AUT and calculated spectrum

e-i-yd
b~'(P)e-;K'P dP. (4)

(6a)
S'SH-S'SHm c c m

D"s' 

-D'sHm m
(6b)

s's"-s's"

m c c m

s~2(K), (2)D'(K)=t1O(K) where the abbreviations tm = t1om(K), tc = t1Oc(K), s';' =
s~m(K), S:. = S;2m(K), etc., have been employed for brevity.

As a general rule, the probes are chosen such that the first one
couples primarily to the main component and the second
couples primarily to the cross component. An exception to this
is when linear probes are used to measure a circularly
polarized antenna, or vice versa. However, in either case,

the Fourier inverse is

e-iyd

47r2P'ao
b~ (P)e-iK'P dP. (3)D' (K) =

Equation (2) provides one equation for the two unknown
components of tIO(K). A second equation is obtained by using
another probe with a suitable PWRC, s~(K), to produce a new
set of measured data b 0" (P), another input amplitude a ~ to the

Is';'l ~ Is; (7)

(8)~ Is;' I.Is;
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(9a)

s"
c

tc= (9b)

where q = 1, 2. The total power gain, receiving effective
area, and asymptotic electric far field [1, pp. 73-76] are,
respectively,

and

Eq(r) -i-ytqO(Rkfr)ooeikr fr.

In the above relations, Yo = ~ is the plane-wave
admittance in the space medium, 170 is the characteristic
admittance for propagated waves in the transmission line
connected to the antennas, I' a is the antennas' reflection
coefficient, and r is the position ve;ctor with transverse part R,

r=R+zez.

In measurement-related calculations, it is seldom if ever
necessary to utilize the admittance factors '10 and Yo, explicitly.
They generally cancel out in final results; and, since a flexible
normalization is employed [1, p. 52], it is also possible to
choose '10 = Yo arbitrarily. The only situation where explicit
values must be used is when the transmission lines on the AUT
and probe are different.

The above relations in (15)-(18) are written for the test
antenna's coefficients t)Q(K), but the same equations are true
for the probe and valid if t is replaced by s. When writing
general relations such as (15)-(18) that are true for any
antenna, the t will be used but the equations are valid for any
antenna and the symbol denoting that antenna can be substi-
tuted for the t where appropriate.

where the receiving polarization ratios are

p; (K)=s~2c(K)/s~2m(K) (10)

ps"(K)=s~c(K)/s~;m(K). (11)

The above equations are valid for any particular choice of
orthogonal components eo, e~; eA, eE; etc., but the use of the
polarization ratio notation does imply that the main component
is either cp, E, E, or R [8]. For other choices, the reciprocals of
the polarization ratios should be used. Equations (6) and (9)
are two versions of the probe correction equations, and
represent the means of accounting for nonideal probe proper-
ties. It is apparent that the PWRC's of the two probes must be
linearly independent to give independent equations in (5).
From (9), the essential requirement is that

p; (K)*p;' (K) (12)

where the dependence upon K has been made explicit to
emphasize that this condition must hold for every direction
where t1o(K) is desired. The linear independence requirement
does not demand that the probes be orthogonally polarized in
every direction, although this would be the best arrangement.
Nor does it prohibit the use of circularly polarized probes; for
if the first probe is nominally right-hand circular and the
second nominally left-hand circular, or vice versa, (12) is
satisfied.

In many cases, instead of using two distinct probes, a single
probe with nominally linear polarization is used. The "sec-
ond" one is obtained by rotating the probe about its axis by
900. This approach has the advantages that only one probe
measurement is required; s~JK) and s~;(K) are obtained from
the same measured data, and certain normalizations and phase
measurements are simplified.

The transmission equation and probe correction have been
obtained for the case of a transmitting test antenna and
receiving probe. The inverse arrangement is also possible
where the probe is transmitting and the receiving characteris-
tics of the AUT are obtained. In this case, the transmission
equation becomes

III. COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITION

The coordinate system of the probe must be clearly defined
to allow precise and correct use of the measured data. Both the
vector components of s~2(K) and its directional dependence
(specified by the values of K) are defined with respect to the
probe's coordinate system. The coordinate system must,
therefore, be defined in a way that will ensure a permanent
unambiguous reference and provide a cQnvenient means of
correctly aligning the probe when it is used in near-field
measurements. In the following, two typical examples are
discussed, namely, a single-port probe and a dual-port probe.

The single-port probe is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The

s;o(K)ei'Yde-iKoP dK (13)

where

F= 1/(1-1'(1' a), (14)

r a and r/ are the reflection coefficients of the AUT and load,
respectively, a~ is the input amplitude to the probe, and to1(K)
is the PWRC of the AUT and s;o(K) is the PWTC of the probe.

The measurements and calculations follow in a parallel way to
the case of a transmitting test antenna.

Now that the PWTC has been obtained, equations are
desirable to relate it both to its receiving properties and to
more conventional antenna parameters. If the antenna is
reciprocal, the PWTC, tqo, and the PWRC, toq, are related by
the reciprocity equation [1, p. 76, eq. (1.6-20a)]
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Schematic of open-ended rectangular waveguide probe with scribed
lines to define coordinate axes.

x axis is defined by scribed lines on the two narrow walls of
the waveguide, and the y axis is defined by similar lines on the
broad walls. The z axis is defined to be parallel to the inside
walls of both the + y broad wall, i.e., top, and the + x narrow
wall of the waveguide. This defInition of the z axis is permanent
and precise, but it should be noted that the z axis may not be
the most convenient for alignment of the probe. For this
reason, the direction of the z axis can be measured with respect
to the waveguide flange and the alignment of the probe can be
accomplished by reference to the flange surface. When this is
the case, it is convenient to define the angle between the z axis
and the normal to the flange in the y-z plane as Eo and the
similar angle in the x-z plane as Ao, as shown in Fig. 3.
Ideally, for a waveguide probe these angles are Eo = 0 and Ao
= 0 which can often be achieved by machining the flange

surface. The dual-port probe is shown schematically in Fig. 4.
It is composed of a conical horn which has two ports, an X
port (linearly polarized in the x direction) and a Y port
(linearly polarized in the y direction). The x- and y-coordinate
axes are defined by two sets of scribed lines on the open end
walls of the probe. The x axis is normal to the small mirror
attached to the probe, and either the scribed lines or the mirror
may be used in its alignment. The z axis is defined as the
normal to the aperture plane at the open end of the probe. Note
that to be consistent with the plane-wave theory, the probe
coordinates are defined with the positive z axis into the probe,
while in most other applications the z axis is defined as
outgoing from the antenna. This particular definition is
necessary when the probe is used as a near-field receiving
antenna, where the coordinate systems of the antenna under
test and the probe are parallel and in the same directions as
shown in Fig. 5. In addition to the Cartesian coordinate system
OxyZ, it is desirable to define spherical coordinates fixed to the
antenna so that directions in space and vector components of
the far field may be given in terms of two spherical angles.
One choice for the definition of such a spherical coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 6 for a general antenna. The z axis is
the polar axis and the angles 8, cp, and the unit vectors e9, e~
are defined as shown. In many cases, it is desirable to define
the spherical angles such that the vector components are more
constant in space in the region of the z axis. This can be done
by choosing either the x or y axis as the polar axis giving rise

Fig. 3. Schematic showing how z axis angles Ao and Eo are defined with
reference to waveguide flange.

y

X-Port

Fig. 4. Schematic of dual-port probe showing definition of coordinate axes

Fig. 5. Relative orientation of probe and test antenna coordinates for planar
near-field measurements.

to the two additional spherical coordinate systems shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. A given direction in space can, therefore, be
defined by specifying either the components of the propagation
vector k or any set of spherical angles, fJ, <1>; A, E; or a, E.
Similarly, any vector that is transverse to the radial direction
of the sphere can be expressed in terms of any of the three sets
of spherical components, e8, e",; eA, eE; or ea, e.. Transforma-
tion from one set of coordinates to the other may be
accomplished by the equations,

(20)
k-=-=sin 8 cos ,/,. = sin A cos E=sin a.k 'I'
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Fig. 6. Antenna coordinate system using 9 and <I> spherical angles with z as
polar axis.

z

Fig. 8. Antenna coordinate system using IX and E spherical angles with X as
polar axis.

components for the AUT. a, E components and other sets of
linear components are also sometimes required for a given
AUT. The required equations [8] for an arbitrary vector V are

y

cos (J sin ct> V ~«(J, ct»
V A(f), <1»= (23)cosE

and

(24)

IV. ON-AxIS MEASUREMENTS

The first step in the measurement process is the measure-
ment of the on-axis polarization propert,ies consisting of gain,
axial ratio, tilt angle, and sense of polarization of the probe
and auxiliary source antenna using a generalized three-antenna
technique [7] .The resul~ of the gain and polarization
measurements for the single-port probe and the dual-port
probe examples are shown in Tables I and ll.

From the axial ratio A, the tilt angle T, and the sense of
polarization, the on-axis (K = 0) circular polarization ratio

[Psc(O)]

z
Fig. 7. Antenna coordinate system using A and E spherical angles with r as

polar axis.

S~2L (0)k y . 8 ',1. . E .
-=sm sm 'j'=sm =cos a sm f.
k

(21) Psc(O) = I
(0)SO2R

is first obtained from the relations

(25)

and

(22)
kz-=cos lJ=cos A COg E=cos a COg E.
k

Transformations are also typically required to obtain one set
of vector components in terms of another. For example, in the
measurements to be described, the (J and ct> components are
measured, while final results are desired in terms of A and E

(26)

(27)arg (Psc(O» = 27(0)
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Reflection
coefficient

Amplitude Phase

Axial
Ratio
(")

Sense
of

Rotation
Tilt Angle

(")

-0.5 :t 0.2
0.0:t 0.2

-0.5 :t 0.2

90.7 :t 0.2
90.7 :t 0.2
90.4 :t 0.2

24.8 :I: 2
24.1 :I: 2
23.5 :I: 2

38.5 :I: 2
34.7 :I: 2
32.6:1: 2

left
left
left

right
right
right

0.492
0.464
0.513

0.484
0.460
0.513

-47.1
-69.5
-85.9

-44.7
-67.3
-84.0

from which the linear polarization ratio is obtained:

S~2A (0) .1+ Psc(O)
0.1(0) = = I

If a linearly polarized source with an on-axis linear
polarization ratio Ptl(O) is aligned with its field along the y axis
of the probe and the receiver is connected first to the Y port of
the probe, then to the X port after rotating the probe by 90.
about its axis, the ratio of these measured signals is

(1- flf x)s~2E(1 + Ptl (0) p :1(0»
M = (32)

, (28)..., S~2E(O) 1 -Psc(O)

The sense of polarization is used to determine whether Ipsc(O) I
is greater or less than unity since this information is not
obtainable from the axial ratio or the tilt angle. With the
chosen definition of coordinates, the major component for the
single-port probe and for the Y port of the dual-port probe is
the E component whose on-axis magnitude is obtained from
the relationship [8]

~

(l-r/ry)s~A(I+Pt/(O)/ps;(O» ,- ,

where r/, r y' r x are, respectively, the reflection coefficients
for the load, Y port of the probe, and the X port of the probe.
Since the reflection coefficients and polarization ratios have
previously been obtained [7], the port-to-port ratio SO2£(O)/
So"lA may be determined.I (1-lrpI2)yoO(0) 1 1/2

IS~E(O)I = 47rk~~~0)12)-11~' (29)

where 0(0) is the measured gain in the on-axis direction, r p is
the reflection coefficient of the probe, and Yo and 110 are
admittance factors which, for this purpose, may be taken as
being equal: 110 = Yo. The phase of s~(O) may be chosen

arbitrarily, and the magnitude and phase of the cross compo-
nent are then obtained from the polarization ratio,

S~2A (0) = Psl(O)S~E(O). (30)

The on-axis values of the (J- and cf>-components are obtained
from (23) and (24):

S~E(O) =S~2~(0, 0) = -S~6(0, -7r/2) (3Ia)

S~A(0)=S~6(0, O)=s~~(O, -7r/2). (3Ib)

For the X port of the dual-port probe, similar data are used to
obtain its on-axis components denoted So"2A (0) and sf:2E(O). In
this case, the A component is the major component, and port-
to-port comparison data must be obtained and used to set the
phase of S o"2A (0) relative to S ~2E(0) in the following way.

V. RELATIVE PATfERN MEASUREMENTS

The final step in the measurement process is the measure-
ment of both amplitude and phase of the relative receiving
pattern of the probe for two orthogonal components. To do
this, the probe is placed on a model mount rotator on a far-
field range, as shown in Fig. 9, with an auxilliary antenna
being used as the source antenna. For the first part of these
measurements, both the probe and source antennas are aligned
with their y axes in the vertical direction for 4> = 0 of the
rotator and with their z axes directed along the line between
them for 6 = O. The probe is then rotated about its z axis by
the angle 4> and about a vertical axis (the azimuth axis of the
rotator) by the angle 6. The directions of rotation in 6 and in 4>
are such that for positive 6 < 11"/2 and positive 4> < 11"/2, the
plane-wave incident upon the probe from the source antenna'is
one with positive values of all components of the propagation
vector kx, ky, kz > 0, as shown in Fig. 10. The proper sense
of rotation will ensure the correct attribution of the data to
directions specified by (6, 4» or (kx, ky) and, therefore, allow
the use of the transformation (20)-(22). Note that, since the z
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y
ky

I~

z

k

a--1

~rce Horn
Fig. 10. Probe and its spherical coordinate system showing direction (k) of

incident plane wave from source horn with kx. ky. and k, all positive.
Correct values of kx. ky. and k, are obtained by positive rotation of probe in
e and'" of less than 90. as shown.

axis is defined as directed into the probe and measurements are
required for positive values of kz, the appropriate half of the
measurement sphere is behind the probe. As viewed from the
front of the probe, it may at first appear (see Figs. 10 and 11)
that the angles are not conventionally defined, or that left-
handed coordinates are being used, but the apparent conflict is
due to the different point of view.

For these pattern measurements, 8 is varied continuously
from -11" to + 11" and 4> is stepped from zero to -11". The
negative values of 4> result from the inward directed z axis of
the probe and the "normal" 4>-rotation of the rotator mount
being used. As the probe is rotated, amplitude and phase data
are recorded relative to the reference point at 8 = 4> = O. In
terms of the receiving parameter of the probe and the
transmitting parameter of the source horn, the measured data
for the single-port probe (or Y port of the dual-port probe) are

~'A ., B)(8,4» P21.1J. q>} =p,tfJ, <p}=
B2(0, -11"/2)

tI08(0, 0)s~2~(8, cf»-tIO~(O, 0)S~28(8, cf»

B) (0, 0)

/10.p(O, 0)s~2.p(8, 4» + /)08(0, 0)S~28(8, 4»

110.p(0, 0)S~2.p(0, 0) + 1106(0, 0)S~26(0, 0)

S~2.p«(J, <f»+Pt/(0)S~26«(J, <f»

(33)=
S~2~(0, 0)[1 + P,/(O)PS/(O)]

.TYPical meosuretnent paints used In InterpolatIon

.Typical Interpolated POInts an rectangular kx, ky grId

Fig. 11. Schematic of interpolation from 6, '" measured grid to kx, kygrid. 6
and", increments are shown much larger than those actually used. Typical
values are ~6 = 2°, ~'" = 5°.

where Pt/(O) == tlOO(O,O)/tIQc/l(O,O) and is me on-axis linear

polarization ratio for the source antenna:

If the source antenna were linearly polarized in the y

direction, its polarization ratio Pt/(O) would be zero, and fJl«(J,

<1» would be the <I>-component pattern of the probe. Because of

this fact, fJl«(J, <1» is normally referred to as the <I>-component

data. In a later step in the data processing, the nonideal

polarization of the source horn will be accounted for to obtain

the true <I>-component pattern of the probe.

After the measurement of fJl«(J, <1», the source horn is
rotated about its z axis in the direction x -+ y, and the probe is

again rotated in (J and <I> while its pattern is measured. In this

case, the coupling equation is

LO "',' B2«(J, <1»
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Since Rand 1Il' are obtained from the on-axis polarization
measurements which are generally more accurate than the
pattern measurements, the data are further corrected to obtain
the <f>-dependence for (J = 0 prescribed by (36).

From the on-axis measurements and (25)-(32), all the terms
in the denominators of (33) and (34) are found and used to
transfer the measured data from a relative to an absolute basis
yielding

/3;(8, <I»=S~2.p(8, <I»+PI/(O)S~28(8, <1» (39)
and

(3;(0, <I»=Ptt(O)S02~(0, <I»-S020(O, <1». (40)

The receiving components of the probe are then obtained by
solution of the above two equations for each value of 0 and <1>.

(3{(O, <1»+ Ptt(O) (3; (0, <1»

These data are referred to as the O-component data of the
probe (or Y port of the probe) and are normalized to the
reference point for these data, 0 = 0, and <I> = -7r /2. For the
case of the dual-port probe, the above measurement procedure
is repeated for the X port; however, a different reference point
is used.

In summary then, the measured data available for the
computer processing are

1) the on-axis gain and polarization of the probe and source
antenna;

2) the reflection coefficient of (both ports of) the probe;
3) the relative pattern data, .Bt(O, <1» and .B2(O, <1» (for each

port):
4) the port-to-port comparisons, when applicable.

s' (8 .J.) -02~ ' 'I" -1 + [Prl(O)] 2

-{1;(8, 1I»+Pt/(O){1;(8, 11»

(41)

S~8«()' cp) = 1 + [Ptl(O)] 2 -., ~,

The results of (41) and (42) are the desired probe receiving
parameters on an absolute scale which account for both the
gain of the probe and for the nonideal polarization of the
source antenna. The next step in the processing is to convert
from measured () and cp vector components to the A and E

components using (23) and (24). This provides the typical
proper vector components, but the results are still given on a
measurement grid which is equally spaced in () and in cp; and in
the programs which use these parameters, they are required on
a grid equally spaced in kx and ky. The next step in the
processing is to interpolate the data to the required increments.
A four-point linear interpolation is used utilizing the four
measurement points adjacent to the required values of kx and
ky as shown in Fig. 11. Since the probe pattern is generally
smooth and varies slowly, the linear interpolation is accurate.
(A study of interpolations of this kind be found in [11].) At the
conclusion of the interpolation process, the computer program
provides the desired probe receiving parameters S~2A (kx, ky)
and s~2E(kx, ky). These parameters are used in the probe-
correction equations and programs for what is termed' 'probe
orientation 1." This means that the parameters describe the
properties of the probe when it is aligned on the near-field
scanner with its x, y, and z axes parallel to those of the antenna
under test (Fig. 5). In general, near-field measurements are
required for two independent probes. In the single-port case,
the "second" probe is obtained by using the same probe
rotated about its Z axis by 90°. The receiving parameters that
describe this second probe or orientation 2 of the same probe
are obtainable from the same measured data, (31«(), cp) and (32«(),
cp) by an appropriate manipulation of the data. We note from
Fig. 12 that the relationship between the receiving components
in the two orientations is

(42)

VI. COMPUTER PROCESSING

To obtain the final results of the elevation and azimuth
components as a function of kx and ky, the steps described as
follows must be performed. The first step in the computer
processing is to make slight corrections to the measured data to
obtain a known on-axis value and 4>-dependence. Note that by
the definitions of (3\(fJ, 4» and (32(fJ, 4», and (31) and (32),

{3\ (0, 0) = (32(O, -11"/2) (35a)

I {3\ (0, 0)1 = I {32(O, -11"/2)1 = 1. (35b)

This also follows from the fact that the source horn and
probe are oriented the same relative to each other for the fJ2
data at () = 0, c!> = -11"/2 (where they have both been rotated
by 900 about the z axis) as for the fJI data at () = c!> = O. Due
to slight variations in the measuring and recording equipment,
the raw measured data are not exactly as prescribed by (35a)
and (35b). The first step in the computer processing is to
normalize the data so they are precisely equal and have a
magnitude of unity at the two reference points implied by (35a)
and (35b). It can also be shown that for () = 0, when the probe
is directed toward the source horn, the c!>-dependence of the
measured data is prescribed in terms of the previously
measured polarization parameters by the equations,

cos (y,+c!»+iR sin (y, + c!»
fJI(O ,c!»= (36a)cos (1/I)+iR sin (1/1)

and

cos <I/t+ '11"/2 + cf» + iR sin <I/t + '11"/2+ cf»
(J2(O ,cp)= -~- (36b)

cos (1t-)+iR sin (It-)

where It- is the sum of the tilt angles of the two antennas

It-=Tt+Ts (37)

and R is obtained from the ratios of circular components of the
t10(0) and S~2(0) by the relation

IS~2L (O)tIOL(O) I-1

, S~2R(0)tl0R(0)R=- S~8«(}' <I»=S~28«(}' <1>+11"/2) (43a)(38)
andI S~L(O)tIOL(O) IS~2R(O) tIOR(O) +

so';~«(}, 1/»=S~2~«(}' 1/>+11"/2) (43b)
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Projection of 6, c/I spherical coordinates on x-y plane. Representation of equivalent directions and vector components with
respect to probe for two orientations of probe.
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where the double-primed parameters are for the probe in the
second orientation. The A and E components for the second
probe orientation interpolated to the kx, ky grid are, therefore,
obtained by the shift of the data array in ct> implied by (43a) and
(43b), transformation to A and E components by (23) and
(24), and then interpolation to the kx, ky grid just as for the
first probe orientation. In the dual-port case, the second probe
is the X port of the horn. Pattern data from this port were
obtained in a separate measurement and processed in the same
way as for the Y port. The outputs of this processing are the
data files containing the plane-wave receiving parameters
so"2A(kx, ky) and so~(kx, ky).

VII. RESULTS

The major output of these tests are magnetic tapes contain-
ing both the measured data and the final probe parameters
obtained from the computer processing. Associated with the
tape outputs are graphical displays of the results which are
useful in understanding the general character of the probe
parameters. Figs. 13-16 are samples of such graphical output Fig. 13. Contour plot for typical 8-component pattern measurement for Y
for both ports of the dual-port probe at one frequency. In each port of dual-port probe; 5 dB contours.

case, the graphs are contour plots drawn on a projection of the
8, ct> spherical coordinate system of Fig. 6. Theta is propor- is better than about 20 dB. If this is not the case, a given
tional to the radial distance from the center of the graph, and termination load must be assigned to each port of the probe.
the ct> angle is measured from x toward y. Radii for ct> = 0 ° , The use of a termination load different than the one assigned to

45°,90°, and 135° are shown along with circles for 8 = 30°, the antenna may lead to results for the gain, axial ratio, and tilt
60°, and 90°. To aid in the identification of the contour lines, angle that are not within the stated errors. Poor isolation
three line widths are used alternately going from fine to wide between the X and Y ports results in the measurements being
as the magnitude of the contour decreases. Figs. 17-20 are very sensitive to the reflectivity of the termination for the
samples of output for the single-port waveguide probe. orthogonal port.

A number of tests were made to determine the magnitude
VIII. ESTIMATES OF ERROR and effect of various sources of error which would perturb the

The estimates of error for the on-axis measurements [7] for pattern measurements. These included tests for probe align-
the dual-port probe are shown in Tables III and IV. In each ment, reflections within the test range, near-zone effects,
case, the final error estimates are the result of a quadrature receiver linearity, rotator alignment and accuracy, and leakage
sum (RSS) of the individual error components. Each error signals. The probe was first aligned mechanically and then
component is either a worst-case or a 3u value, and the errors checked by electrical means. The electrical tests consisted of
are independent and uncorrelated. measuring a pair of pattern cuts for ct> = 0° and ct> = -180°

Note that for a dual-probe, the errors in Tables III and IV or for ct> = -90° and ct> = -270°. If the 8 and ct> axes of the

are applicable only if the isolation between the X and Y ports mount did not intersect, or if the z axis of the probe was not



Fig. 14. Contour plot for typICal tj>-component pattern measurement for Y Fig. 16. Contour plot for typical tj>-component pattern measurement for X
port of dual-port probe; 5 dB contours. port of dual-port probe; 5 dB contours.
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Fig. 17. Contour plot of IS~2E(8, tb)l. E-component relative amplitude
pattern for waveguide probe, orientation I, f = 14.0 GHz. 5 dB contours.

coincident with the <p axis of the rotator, anomalies would
occur in the phase patterns. In the tests performed, the phase
patterns agreed to within 4 ° for both E -and H -plane

patterns over the range of 8 from -90° to +90°. Range
reflection tests were carried out, essentially, by moving field
probes in the x, y, and z directions. These indicated that
reflections from floor, ceiling, side walls, and multiple
reflections between source and probe could cause an amplitude
error of 0.1 dB maximum in the main component for regions
close to 8 = O. This is equivalent to a reflectivity level of -45
dB. When the probe was rotated to about 8 = 90°, reflections
from the back wall had the predominant effect. These were
found to cause a variation in the pattern of 0.25 dB peak-to-
peak for the main component, and 2 dB peak-to-peak for the

cross component. Patterns were measured at a sufficient
distance from the source antenna that the amplitude taper
across the major dimension of the probe was less than 0.1 dB
and, therefore, introduced a very small error in the patterns.
Receiver linearity was checked with a calibrated rotary vane
attenuator, and adjustments were made to the measured data to
correct for most of the error. Leakage tests indicated that all
sources of interfering signals were below the -SO-dB noise
level of the receiver. The results of these tests are summarized
in Table V.

The amplitude levels of -5, -15, and -30 dB used in
Table V are with respect to the main component maximum. A
similar analysis for errors in the cross-component results
yields the same results as those for the main component for the
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Fig. 20. Contour plot of ISo"2A(8, t/»I, A-component relative amplitude
pattern for waveguide probe, orientation 2, f = 14.0 GHz, 5 dB contours.

TABLE ill
ERRORS IN TYPICAL GAIN MEASUREMENTS

vte8s00 Resultant Gain Error
(dB)-- Source of Error

~

"
System drift and receiver nonlinearity
Attenuator calibration
Impedance mismatch
Antenna alignment
Distance nonlinearity
Connector variability
Residual multipath
Receiver repeatability
Random errors

cp-45° ,,(

/ ""
-"'>- c:>= 135.

/ \

~

~ -\I

..o-¥~::;:

0.05
0.04

<0.01
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.03

:1:0.11x RSS

f==:!~ -
>(

/1---; /' -20 TABLE IV
ERRORS IN TYPICAL POLARlZA nON MEASUREMENTS'" /.,/~

)'
Resultant Errors

Axial Ratio (dB) Tilt Angle (")Source of Error"
0.1
0.1

1.0
1.0Antenna alignment

Residual multipath
Rotation angle for maximum

and minimum

Fig. 19. Contour plot of ISo"2E(8. 4»1. E-component relative amplitude
pattern for waveguide probe. orientation 2. f = 14.0 GHz, 5 dB contours.

0.15

:t:0.2

1.5

x2amplitude range down to -30 dB below the main component
maximum. For amplitudes below this level, the amplitude
errors are estimated to be :t 0.05 dB/dB and phase errors are

:t 0.40 /dB.

RSS

IX. PROBE PARAMETER ERRORS

The effect of probe errors depends on the probe's polariza-
tion properties relative to those of the AUT. Every case cannot
be considered here, but we will consider the most common
one. Others may be derived by similar application of the basic
relations. We will assume that the first probe couples
primarily to the main component of the AUT and the second

Is;'(K)s;(K)\ .-

\ P :/(K)pt/(K)! ~ 1 (45)

for all values of K where results are desired. Here, as our
notation suggests, P :/(K), p :;(K), and PtAK) are, respectively,

responds primarily to the cross component, and therefore the
polarization of the AUT and probe will satisfy
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TABLE V
MAIN-COMPONENT PATTERN ERRORS

the linear polarizations for the first probe, second probe, and
the AUT, e.g., PtAK) = t.,(K)/tm(K). The probe correction
equations, (9), then reduce to

(46)
D'(K)tm(K) = ~

m

D"(K) D'(K)
t (K)=C s; (K) s';'(K)p;;(K).

In (44) and (47) the m and c subscripts, as before, denote main
and cross components, respectively. Again, these equations
are valid for any particular choice of orthogonal components,
but the use of the polarIzation ratio notation does imply that the
main component is either R, E, e, v, or q, [8]. For other
choices, the reciprocals of the polarization ratios should be
used; however, the following equations and conclusions are
still valid with that change.

The fractional errors in each of these components are

dtm(K) dD'(K) ds';'(K)

(47)

cylindrical and spherical near-field probe effects where the
result in one direction is affected by the probe's pattern over
an extended region. 3) The probe's effect on the AUT cross
polarization depends on the relative polarization ratios of the
AUT and the second probe:

A) For regions where

ptl(K)p ;;(K) ~ 1, (50)

(49) reduces to the same form as (48), and error$ in tc are
produced only by errors in D" and s;' This condition is likely
to exist in the sidelobe region of the AUT where Ptl may
approach unity, but p;; is still quite large. This is illustrated in
Figs. 19 and 20 where at 4> = 45° and 8 = 60°, s; Is; (0) ~
-5 dB, s;'/s;(O) = -20 dB, and thus p;; = 15 dB. In a
sense, when (50) is satisfied, the probe is "better" polarized
than the antenna being measured.

B) In the region of the main beam, however, the product of
the polarization ratios may approach unity

ptl(K)p;;(K) = 1 (51)

(48)= -
tm(K) D'(K) s;"(K)

)( dD"(K) ds;' (K)

pt/(K)ps';(K) ~(K) s;' (K)
1 I'dp;(K) dD'(K) ds;"(K) ,

dtc(K)-
tc(K) =(1+

1

+ -+
pt/(K)p;;(K) , p;;(K) D'(K) s';'(K)

By focusing attention on the terms involving the two probes'
parameters, the following conclusions can be drawn. 1) If the
polarization ratio of the first probe satisfies the requirements in
(44) and (45), uncertainties in p; (K) have no significant effect
on the determination of either component. This means that
under these conditions the cross-polarized response of the first
probe has little effect on the measurement. 2) Since the main
component pattern and partial gain are proportional to tm(K),
the errors in these results arising from probe errors are one to
one. That is, they have the same magnitude as the errors in
s ';'(K), and the result in a given direction (specified by (K)) is
affected by the probe's pattern in that one and same direction.
We note, parenthetically, that this is in contrast to the

because the AUT and second probe have similar axial ratios
but are orthogonally polarized. In that case, all the terms of
(49) are significant, and errors in p;;, D', and s';' also prOduce
errors in lc.

In either case, the uncertainties in probe parameters are
obtained from a knowledge of the errors in the probe
calibration process and then used in (48) and (49). As an
example to demonstrate the probe correction process, we
recall that each spectrum pattern D' (K) which is routinely
obtained from (3) is not the far-field pattern of the main
component of the antenna, but rather the coupling prOduct
pattern for the antenna and probe. To obtain the relative
principal far-field pattern for the main component G(O) in
decibels, one obtains from (16) and (46) and from 'Y = k cos 0

the following relationship:

G(O)ldB~D';'(O)ldB-S';'(O)ldB+20 lOglO Icos 0\

-D';'(O)ldB+S';'(O)\dB'. (52)

Here, s ,;, (0) IdB is either the measured probe pattern shown in
Fig. 21 (for a K-band standard gain horn) when determining
the antenna's E-plane patterns or the probe pattern shown in
Fig. 22 when determining the antenna's H-plane pattern. 0 is
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the off-axis angle shown as the abscissa. The far-field antenna
patterns were calculated for a Cassegrain reflector antenna at!
= 17.5 GHz and are also shown in Figs. 21 and 22. Note that
only if the probe pattern behaves as the cos (), will the principal
E- and H-plane gain patterns equal their respective spectrum
patterns.

[10] G. K. Huddleston, E. B. Joy, and G. P. Rodrique, "A study of near-
field data handling and probe design techniques," Georgia Inst.
Technol., Atlanta, Internal Rep., Apr. 1976.

[II] M. S. Gatti and Y. Rahmat-Samii, "FFr applications to plane-polar
near-field antenna measurements," Jet Propulsion Lab., D-3288, May
1986.

X. CONCLUSION

Two general results have been demonstrated. First, probe
correction is required for the accurate determination of the far
field of an antenna from near-field measurements, and the
equations for accomplishing this have been developed in a
clear and concise manner. Second, a procedure for accurately
determining the probe coefficients needed in this process has
been described in detail. This includes the measurements
performed and the data processing needed.
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